
Our growing company is looking for a strategy coordinator. To join our growing
team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for strategy coordinator

Partner with the manager to handle the copywriting and light designing of
the studio’s materials, aimed at communicating creative marketing programs
to advertisers
Interact with internal teams and clients for updates on campaign performance
opportunities
Work closely with Campaign Engineering, Analytics and Magna Marketplace
team on the development, implementation and optimization of programmatic
campaigns to successfully execute the defined strategy and achieve business
results
Monitor pacing of impression/click delivery of campaigns, prompt delivery of
reports to clients and accurate/useful performance reports
Maintain detailed files of all pertinent records (latest media plans,
performance reports, etc) relevant to clients’ business with Cadreon
Use research tools to develop profile of target audience with view into their
online behaviors, media consumption
Assist team in creating POVs on new sites and/or media opportunities
relevant to clients’ business objectives
Ensure agreed upon pacing of impression/click delivery of campaigns,
prompt delivery of reports to clients and accurate/useful performance reports
Become proficient with DSPs and 3rd party ad-serving systems to be able to
accurately input media plan details and launch campaigns
Heavy calendar management and maintenance

Qualifications for strategy coordinator

Example of Strategy Coordinator Job Description
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Ability to work effectively in a sales support organization and the ability to
gain and maintain a deep understanding of the markets and associated
industry trends
A minimum of three (3) years experience of project design or management or
administrative experience and responsible positions and demonstrated
professional experience at a similar level of complexity, including
responsibility for multiple or major projects management, knowledge in
analyzing information, problems, situations and procedures to define
objectives, identify patterns and formulate recommendations, preferred
Demonstrated experience in organizing and defining tasks, setting priorities,
working independently, and following through with minimal direction in order
to perform effectively under conditions of frequent interruptions, fluctuating
workloads, and conflicting time demands
Experience in healthcare environments (hospital or clinics) preferred
Advanced skill in computer programs, Word, Excel, Powerpoint, Outlook,
required
Previous experience in advertising or interactive media a plus


